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Executive Summary
This quarter’s iPass Mobile Workforce Report uncov-
ered several interesting mobility trends. Highlights of 
the study included:

■■ The cross-generational tech chasm in the work-
place is a myth. Overall mobile worker preferences 
and behavioral characteristics across age groups 
and geographies are similar. 

■■ iPhone and Android will lead the smartphone mar-
ket by 2012 among the mobile workforce. 

■■ Globally, smartphone penetration among mobile 
employees outpaced the consumer market, with 69 
percent now using those devices for work.

■■ The laptop is becoming the new desktop as the 
smartphone and tablet replace the old laptop. Over 
a third of mobile employees (37 percent) believe that 
a mobile device will usurp the laptop for general 
business purposes in 2011, and 27 percent believe it 
will be an iPad or other tablet. 

■■ 34 percent of mobile employees did not use their 
smartphones for work if they were footing the bill – 
having a direct and negative impact on their produc-
tivity. 

■■ 22 percent of mobile employees breached corporate 
policy using an unprovisioned smartphone for work 
when their companies had a stricter smartphone 
policy in place. 

■■ Less than one-third of enterprises had a multi-
smartphone policy in place, while over two-thirds 
had standardized on a single smartphone.

■■ The risk of a security breach has increased due to 
the rampant use of personally owned technology for 
work. 18 percent of mobile employees have already 
experienced a relevant security issue with their 
smartphones. Over a quarter (26 percent) of those 
34 and under have had their smartphones lost or 
stolen, contracted a virus, or hacked. 

Introduction
Debunking the Millennial Workforce Myth
The tech chasm that has allegedly formed in the work-
force created by a cross-generational 1divide  – between 
those who grew-up with technology and those that 
didn’t – is vastly overstated. 

In the world of social media, it has already been report-
ed that the median age of a Facebook user is 38 (older 
than a 2millennial ) and the average Twitter user is 339.  
While there are generational differences in work styles 
across the different age groups, this technology sea 
change in the workforce actually spans more than just 
one generation. In fact, iPass puts the median age of a 
mobile worker today nearly a decade older, somewhere 
around age 46. 

Many pundits compare the new batch of millennials 
(for the purposes of this report, a millennial is defined 
as a person age 34 or younger) that are accustomed 
to flexibility and openness, working side-by-side with 
baby boomers and Generation-X’ers who work regu-
lar hours in a traditional office setting. These pundits 
believe that the millennials are the ones on the bleed-
ing edge of technology and social media adoption, and 
form the heart and soul of the consumerization boom 
that is rattling the IT 4establishment . Based on the 
data uncovered in this quarter’s iPass Mobile Workforce 
Report, we believe this is only a myth. In reality, older 
generations are just as disruptive to the status quo in 
the workforce today. 

In this quarter’s iPass report, we looked at smartphone 
preferences and work habits of mobile users around 
the world. Surprisingly, we found only minor differences 
between the various age groups. We also evaluated how 
personal liability versus corporate liability influenced 
the habits and behaviors of the mobile workforce, and 
found it played a much bigger factor on device usage 
than age. 

The iPass Mobile Workforce Report 
UNDERSTANDING ENTERPRISE MOBILITY TRENDS AND MOBILE USAGE

1. Accenture 2010 Global Research, Jumping the boundaries of corporate IT
2. Wikipedia, Generation Y
3. Flowtown, September 1, 2010, My Mom is on Facebook
4. Accenture 2010 Global Research, Jumping the boundaries of corporate IT
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Methodology
This quarter’s iPass Mobile Workforce Report is based on information from two sources:

1. Responses to an iPass survey of more than 1,100 mobile enterprise employees between October 6 and October 
29, 2010. The survey was conducted globally and represented employees across multiple age groups. The survey 
respondents were asked about their mobile productivity, work habits, and related experiences.

2. This quarter’s iPass Mobile Workforce Report also included enterprise mobile broadband usage data collected 
by iPass across its user base of nearly half a million monthly users employed at 3,500 enterprises from July 1 
through September 30, 2010. 

Figure 1: Location breakdown of iPass survey respondents.

 
Figure 2: Age breakdown of iPass survey respondents.

iPass Mobile Employee Definition: Any worker using any mobile device (including laptop, netbook, smartphone, 
cellphone, or tablet) who accesses networks (other than the corporate LAN or WLAN) for work purposes. 
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iPass Mobile Workforce Survey Results

Section 1: Smartphone Preferences
A major focus of this quarter’s report was on smartphone preferences and adoption. Although much has been writ-
ten about Android operating system (OS) smartphones surpassing iPhone adoption and becoming the number-two 
platform worldwide behind 5Symbian ; among the mobile workforce it is a different story.

We found that by 2012, the top two smartphone OSs among the mobile workforce will likely be Apple’s iOS4 followed 
by the Android. This growth will come at the expense of the BlackBerry, today’s dominant enterprise smartphone 
and OS, which could witness a sharp decline as both the iPhone and Android-based smartphones become more 
enterprise-ready.

Smartphone Adoption by Age Group
In the iPass survey sample, 84.6 percent of all mobile workers had a smartphone. Younger mobile workers were 
more likely to have a smartphone than older workers — 90.6 percent of those aged 22 to 34 had a smartphone, 90.0 
percent of those aged 35 to 44, 85.0 percent of those between 45 to 54, and 76.0 percent of those aged 55 to 64.

 

Figure 3: Smartphone adoption by age group. 

However, only 58.5 percent of those under age 34 used their smartphones for work, while more than 70 percent of 
those between the ages of 35 and 54 did. Overall smartphone penetration for work among the mobile workforce was 
69.0 percent.

5.  Gartner Group, September 2010, Forecast: Mobile Communications Devices by Open Operating System, 2007-2014.

RECOMMENDATION FOR IT: 

IT should look beyond the consumer hype 
in planning their smartphone deploy-
ments in 2011. While Gartner predicts the 
consumer market will go to Symbian and 
Android next year – iPass data shows that 
employee preference is for the iPhone and 
the Android. Look at implementing a flex-
ible multi-smartphone policies that take 
employee preference into consideration.
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Figure 4: Smartphone adoption and use by age group.

Current Smartphone Adoption 
Android adoption has escalated from just three percent of mobile workers in the first quarter of 2010, to 13.4 per-
cent of mobile workers today. The iPhone has now closed the gap on BlackBerry to less than six percentage points. 
Still, BlackBerry remains the most popular smartphone (40.8 percent) in today’s mobile workers’ hands.

Figure 5: Do you currently use a smartphone for business and/or personal reasons? If so, which one?  
(Note: multiple answers were allowed.)

And while more mobile workers in general used a BlackBerry, those aged 34 and under preferred the iPhone. The 
top smartphone for the over 45 market was the BlackBerry.
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Figure 6: Do you currently use a smartphone for business and/or personal reasons? If so, which one? (By age range.)

When we looked at the results across geographies, we found that the BlackBerry remained the dominant smart-
phone OS, except in Asia Pacific where it has been overtaken by the iPhone. Symbian was the third most popular OS 
in both Europe and Asia Pacific.

Figure 7: Do you currently use a smartphone for business and/or personal reasons, if so which one? (By geography)
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Future Smartphone Adoption 
iPass Survey data suggests a loss of market share for BlackBerry, Windows Mobile, and Nokia Symbian devices go-
ing forward. Once their current smartphone contracts expire, nearly half of all mobile employees planned to get an 
iPhone (42.4 percent), an Android (23.8 percent), and only 19.0 percent wanted a BlackBerry. 

Figure 8: When the contract ends for your current smartphone, which smartphone would you like to use?

While younger workers appeared to lean towards the Android as their next smartphone, older mobile workers 
wanted to stick with their BlackBerrys. While the BlackBerry appears less slick and sexy than Android-based smart-
phones – the BlackBerry is familiar to older workers with its physical buttons. iPhone remains the most popular 
smartphone across all age groups.

Figure 9: When the contract ends for your current smartphone, which smartphone would you like to use? (By age range).
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Figure 10: When the contract ends for your current smartphone, which smartphone would you like to use? (By geography).

Smartphone Purchasing Criteria

1. Operating system features and capabilities (including ease of use) – 74.8 percent

2. Battery life – 63.2 percent

3. Size and clarity of the screen – 60.6 percent

4. Number and variety of supported applications – 48.7 percent

5. Compatibility with cellular network of choice – 44.8 percent

We saw a slight difference in smartphone buying criteria across age groups. The number two criteria in phone 
selection for users over age 55 was the size and clarity of the screen (67.0 percent), compared to those 54 and under 
who chose battery life. For users over age 44, the number and variety of supported applications was their number 
five criteria. For users 34 and under, cellular network of choice (36.2 percent) did not even make the top five. 

Across the board we are finding that carriers had less influence on smartphone selection, as mobile workers  
gravitated to the smartphones with the most features and functionality.

Section 2: Mobile Worker Lifestyle
Beyond smartphone penetration, we wanted to examine how smartphones were being used by the mobile workforce. 
Were employees leaving their laptops in the office and just using their smartphones on their off time? Did they see 
any devices replacing the laptop for general business use? We found that the laptop is becoming the new desktop 
that is being left in the office, while the smartphone and tablet are becoming the new laptop – since it is much easier 
to be mobile on these devices. 

We also asked whether mobile employees used their smartphones for just work or just personal reasons, or took a 
blended approach. In last quarter’s iPass Mobile Workforce Report, we found that the majority of mobile workers had a 
blended approach to mobile technology – they moved easily between work and personal activities on a single device. 

This quarter’s survey respondents were similar. Across all age groups, if the devices were provided by their employ-
ers, mobile workers comfortably used them for work as well as personal activities. However, we did find that liability 
(who actually pays for the device) had a direct effect on how the mobile worker used the device.
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Smartphone Usage
Considering the penetration of smartphones across the mobile workforce, we asked whether mobile employees left 
their laptops at the office in the evening or during the weekends and just used their smartphones or other devices. 
Nearly half (43.5 percent) did leave their laptops at work at least occasionally. 

Figure 11: Do you leave your work laptop at work on weekends/evenings and just use your smartphone?

When we looked at data by age group, we found that workers younger than age 34 (56.5 percent) were more likely to 
leave their laptops at the office and use their smartphones than workers older than age 55 (34.4 percent).

 
Figure 12: Do you leave your work laptop at work on weekends/evenings and just use your smartphone? (By age group)

Replacing the Laptop for General Business Use
Interestingly, 13.2 percent of mobile employees had already used an iPad or a tablet for work that wasn’t supported 
by their IT departments. We wondered whether mobile employees saw the utility of this or another device usurping 
that of a laptop for general business purposes within the next year. A surprising 37.2 percent of workers thought a 
device would soon take that role, and 27.4 percent believed it would be the iPad or another tablet.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IT: 

In planning a mobility strategy, enter-
prises should look beyond the laptop. 
Increasingly employees are relying more 
on smartphones and tablets, to stay con-
nected outside of the office. These devices 
help employees to be more productive, 
and an inclusive strategy will benefit most 
enterprises.
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Figure 13: Do you think any device available today or in the next year can replace the laptop for general business use?

When we asked how the smartphone was used, we found that the majority of mobile workers used their smartphone 
(no matter the model) for a combination of business and personal use (58.9 percent). 

Interestingly, when we looked at market share for smartphones at work (those who used their smartphone for 
either all work or some work), we found that 37.8 percent of mobile workers used a BlackBerry, 23.4 percent used 
an iPhone, 11.9 percent used a Nokia Symbian, 9.3 percent used an Android, and 9.0 percent used a Windows Mobile 
device. 

On the flipside, market share for personally used (either all personal or some personal) smartphones was led by 
the iPhone with 32.7 percent of mobile employees, followed by the BlackBerry at 25.4 percent, the Android at 12.8 
percent, Symbian at 11.6 percent, and Windows Mobile at 8.7 percent.
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Figure 14: Do you use your smartphone for personal reasons, business reason, or both?

Looking across age groups, we found that a surprising 56.2 percent of the 22 to 34 year old group took a dedicated 
approach to their smartphone use — using their smartphones for just personal (35.2 percent) or just business (21.0 
percent). This is compared to the larger group where only 41.1 percent had a dedicated approach — using their 
smartphones for just personal (21.8 percent) or just work (19.4 percent). 

To explain this finding, we found that 66.0 percent of mobile workers used their smartphones for work if they were 
footing the bill — 25.0 percent of those age 22 to 34, 33.0 percent of those 35 to 44, 49.0 percent of those age 45 to 
54, and 70.0 percent of those age 55 to 64. Since the 22 to 34 age group was less likely to have a company issued 
smartphone, the number that used their personally owned smartphones for work corresponded to this trend. 

Section 3: Corporate Versus Personal Liability
Since smartphone liability had such a strong effect on mobile worker behavior, we wanted to explore this point 
further. Although smartphone penetration was highest among those age 44 and younger, corporate issued smart-
phones were more common among workers over the age of 35. We wanted to see what smartphones mobile em-
ployees used and how they used them when they were responsible for purchasing the device. 

On the flip side, we also looked at how mobile worker behavior changed at companies that had a stricter smart-
phone policy. By stricter, we specifically looked at employees who worked for companies that had standardized on 
only one smartphone operating system. These companies were much more likely to pay for their employees’ smart-
phones. But we still found that more than one in five mobile employees (21.9 percent) used a smartphone for work 
outside of the corporate policy. 

Behavior with a Personal Smartphone Device
We asked mobile employees if their smartphones were issued by their 
companies or were a personal device. More than half (53.8 percent) had 
a smartphone issued by their company and 46.2 percent had a personal 
device. Interestingly, we found that the older the employee, the more 
likely the phone was issued by their companies. Only 35.1 percent of the 
22 to 34 year-olds received a smartphone from their company, compared 
to 62.8 percent for those aged 45 to 54. This finding could be related to 
the mobile user’s role within the organization, as older workers are more 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IT: 

Enterprises need to figure out how to tap 
into the extensive smartphone adoption 
by younger workers. Corporate policies 
that make it easy for employees to check 
corporate email from their smartphone is 
a good place to start. 
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likely to be senior in the organization and have a job that includes a corporate-provided device as a perk. Younger 
employees typically don’t have this entitlement, and must use their own devices. 

Figure 15: Is your smartphone issued by your company or is it a personal device?

When employees paid for their own smartphones, we noticed that several characteristics changed. We mentioned 
earlier that they were less likely to use their own smartphones for work, although 66.0 percent did.

Figure 16: Do you use your smartphone for personal reasons, business reason, or both? (Filter: provide own smartphone.)

We also noticed a difference in the top smartphones when the decision was left in the hands of the employee. When 
workers bought the devices themselves, nearly half (45.7 percent) chose iPhones. The iPhone was the first choice 
for both work (29.7 percent) and personal use (46.1 percent) among those that purchased their own personal smart-
phones.
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Figure 17: Do you currently use a smartphone for business and/or personal reasons? If so, which one?  
(Provide own smartphone.)

Behavior in Companies with Stricter Smartphone Policies
We also asked mobile workers which smartphones their companies had standardized on. More than two-thirds  
(67.8 percent) of mobile employees reported that their enterprises had standardized on one smartphone operating 
system, while nearly one-third (32.2 percent) supported multiple smartphone operating systems. 

The top three devices that mobile employees reported that their enterprises had standardized on were: 

1. The BlackBerry (51.3 percent)
2. The iPhone (20.7 percent)
3. Windows Mobile (12.0 percent)

Figure 18: Has your company standardized on any particular smartphone operating system(s)?
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Looking across geographies, BlackBerry remained the top smartphone OS, but there was fluctuation in popularity 
among companies in Europe and Asia Pac.

Figure 19: Has your company standardized on any particular smartphone operating system(s)? (By geography.)

Companies that had reportedly standardized on a single smartphone operating system were more likely to pay for 
that smartphone (62.1 percent). However, even in this environment, 21.9 percent of mobile workers used a non-
company-standard smartphone for work, and 7.2 percent used a second or third smartphone for work, even though 
they already had a company-issued one. 

This trend may change if companies lighten their smartphone policies in the next year, as many mobile employees 
expect. The top three devices that mobile employees were expecting their employers to add to their list of standard 
mobile devices this next year were:

1. The iPhone with 17.6 percent

2. The Android with 13.6 percent

3. Windows Mobile with 6.4 percent
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Figure 20: Do you anticipate your company’s smartphone policy (as stated above) changing over the 
next 12 months? If so, which smartphone(s) do you expect your company to support?

We saw a similar trend across geographies. Mobile employees believed that their companies would adopt the 
iPhone first, followed by the Android, with broader adoption of the iPhone in Asia Pacific, and wider expected  
adoption of the Android in Europe.

Figure 21: Do you anticipate your company’s smartphone policy (as stated above) changing over the next 12 
months? If so which smartphone(s) do you expect your company to support? (By geography.)
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Section 4: Personal Devices and Risk
When employees use personal devices for work, they often unknowingly open their companies’ business data to cer-
tain risks. Considering that an estimated 70 percent corporate data now lies on mobile devices (which IT may not be 
aware of) this introduces a significant amount of risk to enterprises. Muddling the distinction between financial and 
legal liability is not an approach that will enable enterprises to retain control of their corporate data. It is important 
that these devices are secured – regardless of the platform and applications – otherwise IT and PR departments will 
need to scramble with contingency and repercussion plans. 

In this section, we looked at what devices employees were using that weren’t supported by their IT departments, 
including smartphones and tablets. We also wanted to find out if anything bad had happened to their smartphones 
with business data – specifically if they had been hacked, contracted a virus, or were lost or stolen. And although un-
derreported by the media, 18.2 percent of mobile employees had already experienced a relevant security issue. More 
surprising, younger workers were more likely to lose or have their smartphones with business data on them stolen. 
Considering that this age group is also the most likely to use a personally provided device, this has now become a 
major enterprise security issue.

Personal Devices Used for Work
Beyond the smartphone, we wanted to find out what personal technologies employees were using for work that were 
not supported by their IT departments. We found that 58.2 percent of mobile employees had used a personal device 
for work. We found no significant differences between age groups on whether they had used a device not supported 
by their IT departments.

Figure 22: What device have you used for work that is not supported by IT?

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IT: 

Security issues with mobile technology 
are real. IT should seek to attract the 
outliers into the fold with policies that 
enable employees to use personal devices 
like their home computers and tablets, 
but also ensure those devices meet a set 
security criteria before they get access to 
corporate data. Effective communications 
to employees will be essential to succeed.
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When Bad Things Happen to Good Smartphones
While most mobile employees reported that nothing bad had happened to their smartphones with business data on 
it, 14.3 percent of mobile employees had their smartphones either lost or stolen, 3.9 percent had had their smart-
phones hacked or contracted a virus, and 16.0 percent had their smartphones damaged or broken. 

Figure 23: What was the worst thing that ever happened to your smartphone containing business data?

Younger workers (22.9 percent) and those with un-provisioned smartphones (20 percent) were more likely to have 
had a smartphone with business data on it lost or stolen versus the general mobile worker population. Security ex-
perts point to lost or stolen smartphones as the enterprise’s biggest security risk, especially if the employees don’t 
report the loss to their companies so the data can be wiped. Considering that the 22 to 34 year old age group is more 
likely to use a non-company smartphone, this has become a significant security problem for many companies.
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Figure 24: What was the worst thing that ever happened to your smartphone containing business data? (By age group.)

iPass Q3 Mobile Usage Data
Mobile usage numbers for the third quarter of 2010 remained steady. The iPass Mobile Workforce Report looked at 
data for home users, business travelers, popular venues, and most popular airports. 

Home Users

iPass mobile usage data collected from July 1 through September 30 of 2010 indicated that 18 percent of mobile  
employees logged in from home at least two to five times per month, six percent logged in five to 10 times per 
month; and 14 percent logged more than 10 times per month.

Figure 25: Average number of times mobile workers logged in from home per month during the fourth quarter of 2009, and 
the first, second, and third quarters of 2010. (Results are based on 470K users and 5.8M user sessions.)
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Business Travelers
Business travel remained steady during the quarter, with 11.5 percent on the road six or more days in Q3 of 2010, 
compared to 11.9 percent in Q1 and Q2 of 2010, and 10.1 percent in Q4 of 2009.

Figure 26: Number of days mobile workers who traveled were on the road in the fourth quarter of 2009, and the first, second, 
and third quarters of 2010. (Results are based on 250K users and 1.3M user sessions.)

Venues

Across the board, connectivity sessions at venues remained consistent between Q3 and Q2. Hotels continued to be 
the most popular place to log in when on the road, followed by airports and retail. We saw a dramatic decrease in 
the amount of time that mobile employees connected at convention centers. This finding could be seasonal based on 
fewer tradeshows and events held during the summer months. 

Q32010 
Sessions 
per 100 
workers

Session 
Length 
(min)

% Total Q2 2010 
Sessions 
per 100 
workers

Session 
Length 
(min)

% Total Q1 2010 
Sessions 
per 100 
workers

Session 
Length 
(min)

% Total

Hotel 254 86 37% 285 88 40% 287 91 42%

Airport 187 33 27 % 191 33 27% 188 34 27%

Retail 182 51 26% 159 49 22% 138 52 20%

Restaurant 55 42 8% 63 44 9% 65 45 10%

Inflight Wi-Fi 2 N/A 0.4% 1 N/A 0.1% N/A N/A N/A

Convention Center 3 86 0.4% 4 124 0.5% 4 132 0.5%

Other 7 40 1% 8 38 1% 8 40 1%

Figure 27: Locations and length of time for employee logins. (Results based on 250K users and 1.9M user sessions.)
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Airports
O’Hare continued to rank in the top spot on the list of airports, up from fifth place in Q2. Schiphol Airport rose from 
the sixth slot to the fourth slot.

Q3 10 Top 20 Airports Worldwide Sessions per 
100 Workers

Session 
Length (min.)

% Total Q2  
10 Top 

Airports 

Q1  
10 Top 

Airports 

Q4  
09 Top 

Airports

1) O’Hare (Chicago) 12.7 31.9 6.8% 1 5 1

2) Frankfurt 10.9 45.4 5.8% 2 1 2

3) Charles de Gaulle (Paris) 8.8 28 4.7% 3 2 3

4) Schiphol (Amsterdam) 7.3 28.9 3.9% 6 6 7

5) Dallas-Fort Worth 7 29.5 3.7% 4 4 4

6) Munich 6.4 38.6 3.4% 7 8 10

7) San Francisco 6 30.8 3.2% 5 7 6

8) Minneapolis-St. Paul 5.8 29.3 3.1% 9 9 5

9) Hartsfield (Atlanta) 5.5 40.2 2.9% 8 10 8

10) Zurich 5.2 27 2.8% 10 11 11

11) Brussels 3.6 31.3 1.9% 12 13 12

12) Los Angeles 3.4 32.8 1.8% 11 14 13

13) Denver 3.3 36 1.8% 15 25 25

14) Newark 3.1 34 1.7% 13 18 16

15) Detroit Metro 3 32.3 1.6% 19 12 14

16) Tokyo Narita Chiba 2.8 25.8 1.5% 16 19 18

17) Madrid 2.3 34 1.3% 14 16 21

18) Geneva 2.3 36.6 1.2% 20 20 19

19) John F Kennedy Airport - NY 2.3 37.9 1.2% 21 26 26

20) Logan (Boston) 2.2 26 1.2% 24 22 20

Figure 28: Number and percentage of employee logins by airport.  
(Results are based on 250K users and nearly 500K user sessions.)

Conclusion
Based on the results of this quarter’s iPass Mobile Workforce Report, it is 
apparent that the mobile workplace trend is bigger than just one genera-
tion, and this tech chasm is more like a crack in the pavement. Overall 
mobile worker preferences and behavioral characteristics across all age 
groups were similar – apart from the younger generation’s loss of mobile 
devices in the back of late-night taxis, or dare we say it – in bars! 

Perhaps the chasm that exists in the workforce today is between those 
who are made mobile by their employers and those that are not. Smart-
phone policies have now put the devices into the hands of the majority of 
employees between the ages of 35 and 54. Nearly all mobile workers under 
the age of 44 now have a smartphone. The data also indicates that these 
mobile workers are less tied to a traditional PC for work and more will-

SUMMARY OF  

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IT: 

IT should look beyond the consumer 
hype in planning their smartphone 
deployments in 2011. While Gartner 
predicts the consumer market will go to 
Symbian and Android next year – iPass 
data shows that employee preference is 
for the iPhone and the Android. Look at 
implementing a flexible multi-smart-
phone policy that takes employee prefer-

ence into consideration.
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ing to embrace a variety of mobile/alternative devices. Yet, when it comes 
to individual liability, 75 percent of the 22 to 34 year olds will not use their 
personally owned smartphone for work. This is especially true when corpo-
rate policy may not reimburse them. And this is where the opportunity lies.

The mobile workforce is forever changing the face of the corporate world. 
At nearly one billion strong, mobile workers have trained themselves in the 
consumer world and are now bringing that knowledge into the office. En-
terprises should not underestimate their power, but instead arm them with 
the right tools to make them even more motivated and productive. 

We also see a visible disconnect between what IT thinks it has under con-
trol and what mobile employees are actually doing. Nearly a third (29.1 per-
cent) of mobile workers were using a non-standard smartphone for work, 
even though their companies had standardized on a single smartphone 
operating system. We also found that two-thirds of mobile employees had 
used a personal device for work — unbeknownst to their IT departments. 
For IT management, it is no longer about maintaining command and con-
trol … that ship has already sailed.

At iPass, we believe these trends reveal a significant market opportunity 
for those carriers, vendors, and businesses who can figure out how best to 
serve their mobile workforce — especially the millennials — and harness 
their nearly unlimited potential. 

As a mobile workforce, they now expect certain rights:

■■ They have the right to stay connected

■■ The right to access the best networks and services

■■ The right to choose what they want to use

■■ The ability to make it their own

■■ To be free from security threats

■■ To not be deprived of IT support

■■ One person, one account, with mobility and connectivity for all!

The mobile worker is now in charge. At iPass, we believe that these individuals will define the next wave of mobile 
and cloud innovation, and recast the work environment to better meet their needs. If we serve them well, they will 
redefine business productivity and processes, work when, where, and how they want, and use the best tools to get 
the job done.

In planning a mobility strategy, enter-
prises should look beyond the laptop. 
Increasingly employees are relying on 
smartphones and tablets to stay con-
nected out of the office. These devices 
help employees to be more productive, 
and an inclusive strategy will benefit 
most enterprises.

Enterprises need to figure out how to tap 
into the extensive smartphone adoption 
by younger workers. Corporate policies 
that make it easy for employees to check 
corporate email from their smartphone 
is a good place to start.

Security issues with mobile technol-
ogy are real. IT should seek to attract 
the outliers into the fold with policies 
that enable employees to use personal 
devices like their home computers and 
tablets, but also ensure those devices 
meet a set security criteria before they 
get access to corporate data. Effective 
communications to employees will be 
essential to succeed.
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About iPass
Founded in 1996, iPass (NASDAQ: IPAS) is a leading 
provider of enterprise mobility services with 3,500 cus-
tomers, including more than 420 of the Forbes Global 
2000. The company’s mission is to be the voice of the 
enterprise in the market for mobility services by provid-
ing solutions that simply, smartly and openly facilitate 
access from any device on any network, while providing 
the visibility and control necessary to contain spiral-
ing mobility costs, maximize mobile user productivity, 
and maintain security in a world where consumers now 
drive enterprise IT. For more information, visit www.
iPass.com or follow iPass on Twitter at www.twitter.
com/iPass. 


